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Black Matter (15 mins)  

Music: Xenakis, J.S.Bach 

 
Black Matter was developed through Migrant Bodies, an European/Canadian research project which 

included residencies in Bassano del Grappa, Zagreb, Vitry sur Seine, Vancouver and Montréal. As part of 

the project, we met Harsha Walia, a social justice activist and journalist. She tells us about the mechanics 

of the American Government’s approach to the migrant situation. Since then I have become more 

interested in the notion of visibility / invisibility. Some questions emerged from my reflections :  

 

 Do we need to be visible to have a voice?  

 How subversive is invisibility? 

 Is there power beyond invisibility?  

 

For me those questions have a direct connection with the theme of migration, and also resonate deeply 

on a personal, artistic and political level. Migrant Bodies was realised with funding from the European 

Union  and the participation of La Briqueterie (Vitry Sur Seine, France), The Dance Center (Vancouver, 

Canada), Zagrebački plesni centar (Zagreb, Croatia), Circuit-est Centre Chorégraphique (Montréal, 

Canada) and OperaEstate (Bassano del Grappa, Italy).   
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Choreographer Manuel Roque has performed for a diverse range of choreographers including Marie 

Chouinard, Dominique Porte, Peter James, Sylvain Émard and Daniel Léveillé.   

 

His choreographies include Brendon et Brenda (2002), Ô mon bateau (2004), RAW-me (2010) and the 

duet Ne meurs pas tout de suite, on nous regarde with Lucie Vigneault (2012). In 2013, he founded his 

company Manuel Roque and presented In Situ at the Place des Arts in Montréal. His solo Data, was 

presented at Usine C in 2014, and questions the notion of identity and mutation through a formal and 

hyper physical performance, touring to Festival Trans-Amerique (Montreal 2015), Festival June Event 

(Paris 2015), Festival B-Motion (Bassano Del Grappa 2015) and Festival Ailleurs en Folies (Mons 2015)  

 

Manuel is also a choreographer of contemporary circus (Babel, Montréal Complètement Cirque in 2012, 

2013 and 2014) and teaches at the Ecole de Danse Contemporaine, Montréal, where he created Aurora 

for students from EDCMTL.  

 

His next creation, 4-OR will premiere in Montreal in December 2015, presented by Tangente. He is 

nominated “Bearer of Hope” in the annual selection of the prestigious “Tanz” magazine (2015). Revolving 

around the notion of contemporary human condition, his work aims to open consciousness and to propose 

sensible, poetic and genuine artistic proposition; www.manuelroque.com  

http://www.manuelroque.com/

